
 

 
 

A Family Venture “Walkthrough” 
Arguably the most efficient route through the game, but not the only route 

 
Note:  Many of the events of this game are non-linear, and as such, 
some events from more recent updates may be available before the 

end of the content listed for the version of the game-build 
walkthrough you may be presently reading. 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Early Saturday Morning 
Wake up scene, your have one choice 
Choice: 
        "Peek down her robe":  You can raise Jacky’s libido points by one, but you also 
lose one affection point 
        "Gross!! That's just weird!": No consequences.  

Completed Event 1: Tony’s in jail, shit’s fucked up  

  
START: You start out the game in the MC’s room, you have a lot of places you can go. 
Events happen in the Kitchen, Lauren’s Room, and the Lounge. 
 
Kitchen: Not essential, but you get another opportunity to peek down Jacky’s robe. 
Lauren’s Room: Also not essential, but you have a small intro to Lauren, and have an 
opportunity to see that Ryan is a pretty normal young man, with no interest in banging 
anyone in his household. (yet). 

 



Lounge:  You have to click on the portrait to continue, and then click on Tony.  You will 
get a little back story, and after getting through his info you can continue with the game. 
You also can get backstory for each character, (recommended), but not essential.  
 
You can now go to the warehouse via the map icon. 
 
Warehouse: You meet Bobby, and learn more of the plot of the game.  You are 
introduced to the main source of income for the beginning of the game. Bobby will give 
you $300, and then you will make deliveries and make anywhere from $200 - $450.  

Completed Event 2: Talked with Bobby 

 
Evening: 
Map: Go back to your house 
 
House: Go to the Kitchen 
Kitchen:  You will sit down to dinner with Jacky and Lauren,  You can either ask Jacky 
or Lauren about their day and raise their affection points by one,  

-ask Lauren- (recommended)  You will have more opportunities to raise Jacky’s 
affection, and you need Lauren’s affection higher to trigger an event later on. 

The mafia will come over and Jacky will go with them to their casino. Jacky will also 
take all of your money to use against the weekly mafia debt.  
 
Strip-club: Ryan will follow them over, and Ryan will discover they’ve given Jacky the 
job of a stripper to raise the money that they were short to pay their weekly debt.  He 
will have the opportunities to leave rather than watch Jacky strip.  

Choice - Stay and watch - continues story 
Go Home -ends game 

Staying and watching Jacky strip will influence the MC psychologically to make him 
develop a sexual infatuation with Jacky.   He will then have one more chance to leave. 

Choice- Keep Watching - MC accepts the infatuation.  Jacky starts to feel 
more comfortable stripping and even sexually excited 
MC masturbates and jizzes all over the wall.  Jacky spots him and 
feels ashamed of herself. 
Jacky’s affection - 5 
Jacky’s libido + 2 
Jacky’s submission + 1 
 

 



Go Home -ends the game 

Completed Event 3: Jacky’s a stripper 

 
Night: 
Map -Go home. 
Home Go to Lauren’s room 
Lauren’s Room MC starts to contemplate his infatuation for Jacky and realizes Lauren 
is almost a mini version of Jacky, decides to try out some manipulation skills on Lauren 
as a way to practice seducing Jacky.  MC decides to use subliminal messages to 
influence Lauren.  
Lauren’s Submission + 1 
 
Sleep Go to MC Bedroom and click on bed. MC will sleep 
 
Sunday Early Morning: Lauren will wake you up in bed to find out what happened at 
the club the night before.  You will have the opportunity to cover up your morning wood, 
or to flaunt it. 

Choice- Cover Up (recommended) Lauren’s affection + 1 
Lauren’s Libido + 1  Affection points are harder to gain on Lauren 
than affection points.  You will want them to trigger a scene later 

on. 
 

Why should I? You get 5 points for libido, but you get 10 points 
 Towards Lauren’s anger.  This slows down your progress, but the  

anger points can be erased by buying Lauren presents later. 
(Note: Each girls anger will decrease by one point every time you sleep.) 
 
Sunday Morning: Go to Jacky’s room 
Jacky’s Room: You have the opportunity to convince Jacky you still love her even 
though she’s a stripper. 
Jacky’s Libido + 1 

Completed Event 4: Comforted Jacky 

 
Sunday Afternoon:  At this point more options open up to you.  
 

 



Lauren’s Room:  MC has a conversation with Lauren about how he is going to provide 
for the family now.  Lauren doesn’t believe him and makes a deal that she’ll do anything 
he asks within reason if he is successful in providing for them and taking her shopping. 
Go to Map 
Map: Go to Warehouse 
Warehouse: The best use of an afternoon is to make deliveries at Tony’s warehouse to 
make anywhere between $200 - $450. Based just on chance. “Make deliveries” 
 
Computer You can now use your computer to buy presents for the girls when you make 
them angry.  

Chocolate: costs $10 and takes away 2 anger points. 
Hardnlong gift-cards: cost $25 and takes away 5 anger points. 
Flowers: (Don’t use yet!!) They cost $50, take away 10 anger points, and give 1  
Affection point, but they can’t be used until the girls affection points are over 50 
Points (which is impossible in the first two builds.)  If you use before you increase  
their affection, they will make the girls angry 2 points, and lose 1 affection point. 
 
You can give the presents to the girls whenever they are in their rooms with the  
door locked. 
 
All deliveries must be picked up at Tony’s Warehouse. 
 

You can also use the computer to look at pictures of the girls you have taken, and 
also to jack off to their pictures, which will advance time. 
 
Bed You can now use your bed to sleep at night, or to look at memes during the 
daytime.  Looking at memes advances time. You can also use the skip time button on 
your smart-phone to see memes and skip time. 
 
Sunday Evening: Go to the kitchen to talk to Jacky first!  If you go to the Lounge you 
could miss this event.  This event also allows you to do dishes in the evenings to raise 
Jacky’s affection. 

Choice: Hey Jacky it’s good to see you up and about: raises affection by  
one point 

 
Are you drinking again?: (recommended) You lose one affection 
point, but that can be easily made up, but you gain 2 submission 
points for Jacky.  

Go to Lounge: 

 



 
Lounge: Scene where you help Lauren find TV remote.  Lauren libido + 1 

If Lauren’s anger is 0, you can also sit and watch Game of Thots with her.  
 resulting in Lauren affection + 1, and Lauren libido + 1  

If anger is greater than 0, you can see this scene another evening once you get  
her anger down. 

Completed Event 5: Helped Lauren find the tv remote.  

 
Sunday Night: This is a good time to visit both Lauren and Jacky to do subliminal 
messages. 
 
Monday Early Morning: Not a lot to do, you can explore around and find two locked 
doors that inform you that Jacky does yoga in her room every early morning and Lauren 
takes a shower.  Once you buy spy-cams for $1000 each you can place them to watch 
their showers/workouts. 
 
Version 0.05 Content: 
Breakfast: Is now an option as of version 0.05.  While the breakfast  don’t tick off any of 
the events listed on the phone, they do give you background on what’s going on in the 
game, and hints as to what’s coming in the future. 
 
Pass the time by either looking at memes at Ryan’s bed or the skip time button on the 
phone, or Fapping to one of the girls at the computer. 
 
Monday Morning:   Go to the Map 
Map Go to the school 
School Hallway: Go to the classroom 
Classroom: MC introduces all the members of his class.  Has flashback and daydream 
about Jacky which also involves Lauren.  MC then talks to his classmate Matt about 
Jacky. 

Choice:  "Accept Matt's help (“WARNING" future NTR content)" This  
choice depends on if you like NTR or not.  Choosing to accept 
Matt’s help puts you on the NTR route.  It also unlocks a scene with  
Megan that you do not get if you choose the Loyalty route. 
 
"Tell Matt to go fuck himself" This choice puts the MC on the 
Loyalty route.  Choose this if you don’t want to see NTR content. 

 



 
Monday Afternoon: 
 
NTR Event. If you choose to accept Matt’s help: 
Classroom: “Attend Class” Attends another lecture from Jacky. Increases  

Jacky’s respect for Ryan by 1 point. 
  
“Keep looking around.” (recommended) choose to go to the  
bathroom. 

 
Bathroom:  Click on the stall.  Megan appears and gives MC a blowjob as payment for 
allowing Matt to join your fuck Jacky team. 

Completed NTR Event 7: Got a blowjob from Megan 

 
Loyalty Route: If you told Matt to Fuck off: 
Classroom: “Attend Class” Attends another lecture from Jacky. Increases  

Jacky’s respect for Ryan by 1 point. 
 
“Keep looking around.” (recommended) go to the map 

Map: Go to the Warehouse 
Warehouse: “Make deliveries.”  Make some money$$ 
 
Monday Evening: 
 
Map: Go home  
Ryan’s Bedroom: Go to Kitchen 
Kitchen: Go sit down for dinner 

Choice: “Ask Jacky about her day” +1 affection from Jacky 
“Ask Lauren about her day” (recommended) +1 affection from  
Lauren 

Sidney will come in and explain she’s been kicked out of school for not being able to 
pay for tuition and room and board without Tony’s money (which has been cut off). It is 
decided that she will share a room with Lauren. 
 

Completed Event 6: Sidney came home. 

 

 



Kitchen:  You can look around and find that Jacky is in the shower.  You can go to the 
Lounge (recommended) and watch Game of Thots with Lauren if she isn’t mad at you. 
 
Lounge: Going to the lounge most evenings is recommended.  Each time you watch tv 
with Lauren you raise her libido points by 1.  
 
Monday Night: 
 
Jacky’s Room:  You have the option to increase Jacky’s submission through subliminal 
messages each night, until you reach a point where the messages are no longer 
effective. 
 
Lauren’s Room: You will attempt to use subliminal messages on Lauren, but will find 
that Sidney is a light sleeper.  So you will need to find another solution to continue their 
progression at night. 
 
Ryan’s Room: You can click on the computer and order melatonin from the online store 
to help the girls in the house sleep deeper.  You will not be able to go to the warehouse 
to pick it up at night, you will have to wait for the morning.  Click on bed and go to sleep. 
 
Tuesday Early Morning: 
 
Breakfast: Kitchen early morning. 
 
Map: You can go to the warhouse first thing and pick up the melatonin 
Warehouse:  Choose “Pick up items” and get your melatonin 
Map: Go back home 
Ryan’s Room: Go to kitchen 
Kitchen: Now you will place the melatonin into the tea, which the girls drink before bed 
every night. 
Ryan’s Room: Pass time by fapping at the computer or looking at memes on the bed or 
using the skip time button on the phone. 
 
Tuesday Morning: 
 
Bathroom:  Door is locked, Sidney is taking her shower.  Once you buy spy-cam form 
online store, you will be able to see her shower. 
 
Map: Go to school 

 



School Hallway: Go to class 
Classroom: Choose “Attend Class” Jacky’s respect + 1 
 
Tuesday Afternoon: 
 
Classroom: Choose “Keep looking around.” 
Map: Go home 
Ryan’s Room: Go to Lauren’s room 
Lauren’s Room: “Spy on Sidney” (recommended) watch Sidney change her  

clothes, and she will almost catch you.  +1 Sidney Libido. This also 
unlocks the ability to fap to Sidney’s pics on the computer 
“Keep Looking around” nothing happens 

 
Optional Scene: results in Sidney anger, which can slow things up,  but is kind of fun to 
see. 

Go to any other room: then return to Lauren’s room 
Lauren’s Room: You will get caught by Sidney and she’ll know for sure you 

were  
spying on her, and depending on how you respond is how mad she will be at 

you. 
Choice: “Just a little bit” results in Sidney Anger +5 

“Nothing” results in Sidney Anger +10 
 

Lauren’s Room: Go to map 
Map: Go to Warehouse 
Warehouse: “Make deliveries” and make some money$$ 
 
Tuesday Evening: 
 
Map:Go home 
Ryan’s Room: Go to Lounge 
Lounge: Watch TV with Lauren +1 Lauren’s Libido. 
 
Tuesday Night: 
 
Lounge: Go to Jacky’s room. 
Jacky’s Room: Subliminal Messages -Jacky’s Submission +1 Go to Lauren’s room 

 



Lauren’s Room: Now that the girls are all sleeping deeply thanks to the melatonin, you 
can get away with a little more than just subliminal messages.  Now you can get Sidney 
to grope Lauren.  After Jacky yells at the girls you can go back to your room. 
Ryan’s Room: Click on bed and go to sleep. 
 
Wednesday Early Morning: 
 
Breakfast: Kitchen early morning  
 
Wednesday Morning: 
 
Ryan’s Room: Go to map 
Map: Go to school 
School Hallway: Go to classroom 
Classroom: “Attend Class” +1 Jacky’s respect 
 
Wednesday Afternoon: 
 
Classroom: Click on map 
Map: Click on Warehouse 
Warehouse: “Make Deliveries” 
 
Wednesday Evening: 
 
Map: Click on home 
Ryan’s Room: Click on Kitchen 
Kitchen: Now that Sidney has groped Lauren, she is available in the kitchen every 
evening.  You can only talk with her if her anger is at zero.  Your first visit with her will 
have some conversation choices. 

Choice: “Talk to Sidney”(recommended) get the conversation going, and  
Sidney will unknowingly flash you. 
“Nevermind” why would you choose this one? 

Choice: “Just a really quick peek” (recommended) This one's a freebie,  
go for it. 
“Don’t risk it” No consequences, but you don’t get a closer look. 

Sidney then continues to tell you that she is trying to make a cosplay costume for 
Lauren, but doesn’t have the money because of Tony going to jail.  MC offers to pay 
and explains that he wants to take Tony’s place as breadwinner.  Sidney finds this very 
funny. 

 



Choice: “Take a Look”  You decide to go for it, but you are noticed  Sidney  
asks what you’re looking at 
Choice:  “What do you think slut.” Sidney Anger +10 

     “Nothing” Sidney Anger +5, Sidney libido +3 
“Stay Strong” (recommended) You tell Sidney what’s what, and  
which surprises her a little.  Sidney submission +1, Sidney libido +1 

Now go to the Lounge 
 

Lounge: Watch tv with Lauren +1 Lauren’s Libido 
 
Wednesday Night: 
 
Lounge: Go to Jacky’s room. 
Jacky’s Room: Subliminal Messages -Jacky’s Submission +1 Go to Lauren’s room 
Lauren’s Room: During the second visit you can make Sidney finger Lauren’s pussy. 
Jacky will come yell at the girls again. Sidney Libido + 1.  Then go to Ryan’s room. 
Ryan’s Room: Click on bed and go to sleep. 
 
Thursday: 
 
Repeat all of Wednesday’s events until night. You don’t have to meet with Sidney, 
but you can if you want for no points. 
 
Thursday Night: 
 
Lounge: Go to Jacky’s room. 
Jacky’s Room: Subliminal Messages -Jacky’s Submission +1 Go to Lauren’s room  At 
this point Jacky’s submission may be too high to actually need to visit her room at night 
anymore. 
Lauren’s Room: During the third visit you can make Sidney finger Lauren’s asshole. 
Jacky will come yell at the girls again. Sidney Libido + 1, Jacky libido + 1, and the result 
will be that Sidney will now sleep on the couch at night.  Now go to Ryan’s room. 

Completed Event 9: “Separated Lauren and Sidney” 

 
Ryan’s Room: Click on bed and go to sleep. 
 
Friday: 

 



 
Repeat all of Wed-Thurs events until night. 
 
Friday Night: 
 
Lauren’s Room: You can now continue to use your subliminal messages on Lauren 
until you reach the point where they are not effective anymore.  Now go to Ryan’s room 
Ryan’s Room: Click on bed and go to sleep. 
 
Saturday: 
 
Version 0.05 content: 
 
Breakfast: kitchen Early morning. 
 
Saturday Morning:  Go to the lounge.  You will have the option to help Jacky with 
some chores. (Jacky’s Affection +1) (Jacky’s Libido +1)  For every time you repeat the 
light bulb event, you will gain another affection and libido point for Jacky. 
 
Completed Event 8: Fixed a light bulb. 
 
Saturday Evening: 
 
You are unable to advance time anywhere else, so your only option is to go to the 
lounge. 
 
Lounge: Lauren is watching tv when you hear a knock at the door.  You answer it and 
find Joey DeCapo and his goon looking for either payment or to take Jacky with him. 
Jacky asks if you made enough money for the weekly payment. 
This choice depends on the way you want to play the game. 

Choice: “Yes” This option is available only if you have the $1000 dollars.  
This is the best choice if you are trying to avoid any NTR content. 
However you can let Jacky go to the club 2 times without any  
consequences.  If you choose this option Jacky is very grateful and  
gives you a tight hug in her sexy dress.  This option gives you +10  
in affection, it zeroes Jacky’s anger if she has any, and +1 Jacky’s  
libido.  
 
“No (lie)”This option is available only if you have the $1000.  This  

 



is a good choice if you’re going for the NTR route.  This option 
plays out a scene at the club where Jacky catches and confronts 
you.  Jacky’s Anger +10, Jacky’s Affection -10, Jacky’s Submission 
+1 
 
“No” This option is available if you don’t have $1000 in your 
inventory.  You can go to the club and you don’t get caught by 
Jacky.  Jacky’s Affection -5, Jacky’s libido +3. 
 

 
At this point in the game keeping track of days is difficult, so events 

will now be by character. 
 
 

____________________________________________________________ 
Jacky: 

____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
School: After you have sat through 3 total lectures from Jacky, you can now ask her for 
help with an assignment. 
 

Afternoon: Classroom 
Choice: "Talk to Jacky about Oedipus assignment" If you are  

currently on the NTR route, you will see that Matt and Megan  
are talking with Jacky, and you will join in on their  
Conversation.  If you are on the Loyalty route, it will still just  
be Megan talking with Jacky.  After the conversation, Ryan  
will ask Jacky for help with an assignment.  She will tell Ryan  
to go wait for her in her office. 

Once in Jacky’s office Ryan will tell her about a video game he found that he  
things would work well on his Oedipus assignment, but wants to get Jacky’s  
opinion.  Ryan will show Jacky scenes from either Milfy City by Icstor, or Big  
Brother by Dark Silver. Which will fluster her a little, and excite her even more.  
+1 Jacky libido.  There are three variations to this scene.  Repeat it to see them  
all, and continue to repeat it to constantly raise Jacky’s libido.  
 

Spy-Cam Events Bathroom: 

 



Acquire a spy-cam from the online store on Ryan’s computer.  Go to the bathroom at 
anytime when someone else is not inside.  A menu option will appear to “Set up new 
spy-cam” choose this and spy cam events in the bathroom will be available 
 

Evening: Bathroom 
Choice: “Take a peek.” This scene is available any evening except for  

weekends.  The first time you go through the scene you will take a  
picture that will be added to your computer’s gallery.  When you  
repeat the scene you will not take a picture. 
 

Evening: Bathroom with Jacky at 10 libido: You can hear moaning from  
outside the door. 
Choice: “Take a peek”  This masturbation scene is repeatable, but you will  

only take a picture for your computer gallery the first time you  
trigger this event. Jacky’s libido -5 
 

Completed Event 17: “Jacky masturbated in the shower” 

 
Spy-Cam Events Bedroom: 
Acquire a spy-cam from the online store on Ryan’s computer.  Go to Jacky’s Bedroom 
at anytime when she is not inside.  A menu option will appear to “Set up new 
spy-cam” choose this and spy cam events in Jacky’s Bedroom will be available. 
 

Early Morning: Jacky’s Bedroom  
Choice: “Peek through spy-cam” You can see Jacky doing some yoga,  

and then later you will see her changing her clothes. 
If her anger is >1 you will only see her doing yoga. 

Early Morning: Jacky’s Bedroom with Jacky at 10 libido: You can hear  
moaning from outside the door. 
Choice: “Use spy-cam” Repeatable scene where Jacky masturbates on  

her bed. Jacky’s libido -5  
 

Night: Jacky’s Bedroom if Jacky’s Anger is >1 
Choice: “Peek through spy-cam”Just a scene with Jacky sleeping on her  

bed. 
 

Night: Jacky’s Bedroom with Jacky at 10 libido: You can hear moaning from  

 



outside the door. 
Choice: “Use spy-cam” same repeatable scene of Jacky masturbating on  
Bed. Jacky’s libido -5 

Completed Event 18: “Jacky Masturbated in bedroom” 

 
1st Club NTR Event: 
This scene is triggered from the lounge on Saturday evening, only after Jacky has 
visited the strip club 3 times after the initial visit. Whether Ryan lied and didn’t pay the 
DeCapos, or if he didn’t have the money doesn’t matter.  This scene in non-repeatable. 
+1 Jacky’s libido 

Completed NTR Event 15: “Lap-dance for Joey” 

 
Buy Jacky a bikini: 
If you pay Jacky’s debt for two weeks in a row, an email alert will wake you up in the 
morning, letting you know that you can buy Jacky a bikini in the online store.  Make sure 
you buy the bikini before paying Jacky’s debt off for the 3rd week in a row, or you will 
fail this event. 

Completed Event 23: “Bought bikini” 

 
Loyalty Weekend: 
After paying Jacky’s debt for three weeks in a row, if you have at least $20 in your 
inventory, a new event will trigger on Sunday morning as you wake up.  You will go to 
the kitchen to talk to mom who’s started drinking a little early. 

Choice: “Talk to Jacky.”  Keeps the event going. 
“Just leave her alone.”  This is a way to bail out of the event if you 
don’t have the bikini yet, and you want to see the bikini show.  Just 
make sure you get the bikini and pay the mafia debt before the next 
time this event triggers. 

 
If you chose to talk to Jacky and keep the even going: 

Choice: “Mention her drinking this early.”  This is the one to choose if 
 you don’t have enough submission points to trigger the bikini 
scene.  You need at least 5.  You will lose 1 affection points, but 
 they are easier to come by.  Total points: Jacky’s submission +1,  

 



Jacky’s affection -1, Jacky’s respect +3 
“Just Let it be.”  Total points: Jacky’s affection +2, Jacky’s respect  
+3 
 

Jacky tells you she wants to do something nice for her, and you tell her you want to go 
to the club pool, she agrees, and asks if there’s something more she can do for you. 

Choice: “Can you show me one of the dances you did at the strip 
 Club?” This is the only option if you didn’t buy Jacky a new bikini.  
Also when you choose this option when you have less than 6 libido,  
you will get kicked out of this event, raise Jacky’s anger +1, and  
have to try again next week. If you choose this option with Jacky’s  
libido above 6 you will gain Jacky libido +1 
“Can you try on your swimsuits?”  Available if you bought Jacky  
a bikini.  If Jacky’s submission is above 5 and her libido above 3  
this choice will trigger the bikini show.  If you don’t have the  
required submission and libido points you will lose 3 affection points 
and jump straight to the club pool event. 
 

Bikini Show: 
Here Jacky will try on a pink bikini, and the blue bikini you bought her. 

Choice: “The Pink Bikini” Not as good a choice as the blue.  The blue is  
see through when wet.  Plus you’ll be able to convince her to lose  
the shorts. 
“The Blue Bikini” It’s a thong, it’s see through when wet, plus you 
get an extra affection point.  Why wouldn’t you choose this one? 

Completed Event 24: “Bikini Show” 

 
Club Pool: 
You reach this point by going through the “Loyalty weekend,” and if you qualified, the 
“bikini show” events.  Now at the club pool you run into Lauren’s friend Kenzie, and Matt 
from school.  Then you will have the option to buy Jacky some wine. 

Choice: “Buy a glass.” This is the only choice if you have less than $100. 
Money -$20 
“Buy the bottle” If you can afford the bottle, this is the better  
option.  It makes Jacky more uninhibited through the rest of the  
event.  Money - $100 

 



“The next scenes are more fun if you bought and chose the blue bikini.  You’ll talk Jacky 
into taking off her shorts and get to enjoy the sight of the thong, and her swimsuit is see 
through.  Jacky will then start a game of Marco Polo with the MC, Kenzie, and Matt. 
The following choices don’t have a best option, just personal preference. 

Choice: “Ryan” This choice will give Jacky +1 to libido, and if you only  
bought her a glass of wine, you will lose 1 respect point. 
“Kenzie” This choice will give Jack +1 to libido  
“Matt” This choice is only available if you are on the NTR path. 

Completed Event 25: “Pool Party” 

 
Version 0.04 content: 
 
Catch Jacky masturbating in office: 
This scene can be triggered after either the Loyalty event where the MC goes to the 
pool with Jacky (event 19), or after the NTR event where Jacky has to go back to the 
club and grinds Joey (event 10).  To trigger this scene you have to go to school, and in 
the classroom where you have the option to “Talk to Jacky about Oedipus assignment,” 
you have to choose this event and repeat the following scene over several days.  Finally 
you will get the option to;  

Choice: “Look for Matt and Megan,” This option will complete a different 
 event. 

“Resist the urge to peek. Just go see Jacky.” Choose this option  
to complete event 26.  Choosing this option will take you to Jacky’s  
office. 

Once in Jacky’s office you will notice she’s masturbating to something she’s seeing or 
doing on her laptop computer.  You will have the choice to; 

Choice: “Pretend like you didn’t see anything.” This choice has no  
Consequences. 
“Let her know you saw everything.” This is the better choice. It  
raises jacky’s anger, (Jacky’s Anger +1), but it also raises Jacky’s 
submission. (Jacky’s Submission +1)  

After making either of these choices, you will see the scene play out, and be able to 
repeat it as many times as you want. 

Completed Event 32: “Jacky masturbating in her office.” 

Version 0.05 content: 
 

 



Weekend Chores: 
On Saturday and Sunday you can find Jacky in the Lounge in the late morning: 
Depending on your progress in the game, you will have the option of doing one of 3 
chores. 

Fix bulb: The option to do this chore has no previous requirement, just show up 
 in the lounge on Saturday and Sunday (Jacky’s Affection +1) (Jacky’s Libido +1) 

Completed Event 8: “Fix light bulb” 
 

Fix sink: This chore is triggered the same way as the previous chore, but it’s not  
available until after you’ve completed the previous chore and shown Jacky the  
porn-games in her office.  There are two variations of this chore, and you will  
have to play them both before you can move onto the next chore.  Jacky’s libido  
will cause a couple variations in Jacky’s reaction to the events.  If her libido is 8  
or higher, you will get rewarded extra libido and affection points. 
Completed Event 16: “Fixed Kitchen Sink” 
 
Fix washing machine:  This chore is triggered the same way as the previous  
chore, but is not available until after you’ve done the previous chores, and Jacky  
and the MC have watched each other masturbate in Jacky’s office at school.  
This event has several variations depending on if it’s the first, second, or later  
visits.  The way Jacky reacts is also dependent on her libido points, and if libido 
points are 8 or higher, you will receive additional libido points. 
Completed Event 33: “Fixed the washing machine” 

 
Reward for paying the Mafia: 
This event it triggered by paying the mafia when they come to collect on Saturday.  For 
the event to trigger, the MC has to have already masturbated along with Jacky in her 
school office. 

Choice: Cum:  This choice will end the reward with a happy ending, but no 
 increase in points 
Hold the Line: This choice will continue on the event until you will 
be faced with another choice. 
Choice: Cum: This choice will end the reward with a happy 

ending, but no increase in points 
Hold Strong: This choice will take you to the end of 
the event with a point bonus (Jacky’s Libido +5) 
(Jacky’s Affection + 5) 

 



Completed Event 38: “Jacky gave me a handy in the 
bathroom” 

 
This event is repeatable, and will increase Jacky’s libido by 1 point each time it is 
played. 
 
Version 0.06 content: 
 
More Night fun with Jacky: 
This update lets you have a little more fun with Jacky during the night. Whether playing 
from a previous save or a new game you will have to visit her to get a prompt that you 
can continue the fun, but not until you get rid of her bathrobe.  If you visit her at night 
again before you find it, you will get a similar prompt. 
 
First you must have had breakfast with the family at least once where you notice her in 
her bathrobe. Go to the kitchen in the early morning to have breakfast. 
 
Search Jacky’s room when she’s not around.  You will find the bathrobe in her top 
dresser drawer, after which you will go and hide it under your bed. 
Now you will be able to visit her room at night and continue the fun. 
 
Completing this event also causes a major change at breakfast. 
 

Completed Event 12: “Hid Jacky’s Bathrobe” 
 
Continue to visit Jacky for several nights and you’ll be able to use her feet to masturbate 
yourself, and hotdog her ass.  After two visits you can continue to return any time you want and 
you’ll have the choice to do either. Enjoy it while you can because soon there will be an event 
that will prevent you from having this kind of fun. 
 

Completed Event 13: “Night Mischief with Jacky” 
 
Back in Jacky’s Office: 
***Previous scenes in Jacky’s Office have been redone with new animations.*** 
This scene has two different outcomes depending on if you have ntr content turned on 
or off.  If you have ntr content enabled, you will have a chance to disable it.  
 
Visit Jacky’s office again, and this time you will ask her for a handjob.  She agrees and 
as you’re finishing either Matt or Megan walk into the room, depending on ntr options. 

 



 
Whichever walks into the room will see Jacky finish you off, and then blackmail Jacky 
into being part of a photoshoot with Megan. 
 

Completed Event 39: “Jacky got Blackmailed” 
 
Commission a new Outfit: 
Now go visit Sidney in the kitchen during evening time to commission outfits for Jacky 
and Megan.  Sidney will have a little surprise of her own.  

Choice: “I have enough money for both.” This is the best choice, but is 
    only available if you have over $1,800.  (Money - $1,000)  
    (Sidney’s Respect +1) 
"Mom can just work it off at the club this week." Gets the event  
    going, but you don’t get the respect point (Money -$1,000) 
"You're right, I should save up a little more money first." If you  
    really want to hold out until you have enough money for that  
    respect point. 
  

Fitting the Cosplay Outfits: 
After several days, Sidney will be almost finished with the outfits, and as you walk into 
the kitchen in the evening, you’ll see her making final adjustments to the outfits on 
Jacky and Megan.  They will inform you that the best time to take pictures of them is on 
weekday evenings.  
 
Perry Hotter Photo-shoot: 
Now you can go to the warehouse on a weekday evening, access the photo-studio, and 
choose the broom to start the Perry Hotter photo shoot. 
 

Completed Event 40: “Unlocked Perry Hotter Photoshoot” 
 
More Perry Hotter: 
This event should take multiple visits to complete, as you make Jacky’s libido and 
submission grow, you will have access to increasingly lude scenes.  The event will be 
very different depending on if you have ntr enabled, or not.  Thought the scenes will be 
different, the choices will not. Here are the choices and their requirements to unlock 
their scenes. 

Choice: "Have Megan lick Jacky’s boot.: (submission 5+ or libido 9+) 
"Have Jacky rip open Megan's shirt.: (submission 7+ or libido  
   9+) 

 



"Have Jacky tie Megan and humiliate her.: (submission 10+ or  
   libido 10)  
"Have Jacky gag Megan.: (submission 14+) 
"Have Jacky remove Megan's panties and spank her.:  
   (submission 19+) 
"Have Jacky remove her panties and pose with Megan.: 
   (submission 25+) 
"Maybe we should end the shoot for today.": Good choice if you  
   don’t have enough libido or submission points. 

 
After pushing Jacky to take the last picture on the above list, there will be a few very 
different scenes depending on ntr content.  These scenes are repeatable each time you 
complete the photo-shoot. 
 

Completed Event 41: “Finished Perry Hotter Photoshoot” 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 

Lauren: 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Cosplay Event: 
To trigger this event, Ryan must have paid Sidney $400 to make Lauren’s cosplay outfit 
and then waited for 3 days for Sidney to finish the outfit.  See Sidney’s section for this 
version of the game. 

Evening: Kitchen, Ryan walks into kitchen to see Sidney fitting Lauren for her  
cosplay outfit.  A new character Mandy is also introduced.  Mandy is Bobby’s  
daughter.  Once Sidney finishes fitting Lauren, Ryan asks them to pose for him. 
Choice: "Now let's see how you pose when they ask you to take pics  

from behind." (Recommended if Lauren’s affection is >4)  You get  
a nice little scene of Mandy and Lauren posing from behind. 
Lauren’s libido +1, and Mandy’s libido +1 
If Lauren’s libido is less than 4, it will make them mad and they will 
leave. 
"Have a good time at the convention!" Pick this if Lauren’s 
affection is less than 4.  They will leave much happier. 

Early Morning: Ryan’s Room, Ryan will hear voices as he wakes up, and  
realizes that Lauren and Mandy are talking about his morning wood.  They will  

 



then ask him to take pictures of them, and he will tell them to meet  at Tony’s  
Warehouse. Lauren’s libido +1, Mandy’s libido +1 
Tony’s Warehouse: Ryan will meet the girls at the warehouse, clean up a little 
bit, and the girls will get their costumes on.  You will then begin the photo-shoot. 
Choice: "Let's modify your outfit so it shows a little more skin."  

Lauren’s anger +1 
"Let's get Mandy to join the shoot."(recommended) 

Ryan will have Lauren and Mandy take some pics together. 
Choice: "Ok Lauren, Time to strip search her."(recommended) this  

increases Lauren’s anger, but also Mandy’s libido.  Lauren Anger  
+5, Mandy libido + 2 
"Alright, lets take some pics of just Mandy."This choice has no  
consequences. 

Ryan will have Mandy take some pics by herself. 
Choice: "Like, does the breastplate come off?"(recommended) +1  

Mandy’s submission 
"I don't know, you decide." +1 Mandy’s libido 

Ryan will finish the photo-shoot and end up with Mandy’s and Lauren’s outfits in  
his inventory.  
Ryan’s Room: Ryan will do some research and decide to post the pics on  
HentaiHeaven’s website.  Now he just has to wait to see if they get any likes. 

Completed Event 11: “Photo-shoot with Lauren and Mandy.” 

 
Ryan’s Room: After sleeping 1 night after posting the cosplay pictures, Ryan 
can access his computer at anytime, and it will trigger a scene where Lauren 
comes in and wants to know if the pictures are getting any attention.  She’ll be 
jealous that Mandy’s more lewd pictures are getting more attention than hers, 
and will be committed to be a little less prudish during photo-shoots. 

 
Spy-Cam Events Bathroom: 
Acquire a spy-cam from the online store on Ryan’s computer.  Go to the bathroom at 
anytime when someone else is not inside.  A menu option will appear to “Set up new 
spy-cam” choose this and spy cam events in the bathroom will be available 
 

Early Morning: Bathroom 
Choice: “Take a peek.” This scene is available each morning.  

The first time you go through the scene you will take a picture that  

 



will be added to your computer’s gallery.  When you repeat the  
scene you will not take a picture. 

 
Early Morning: Bathroom with Lauren at 10 libido: You can hear moaning  
from outside the door. 
Choice: “Take a peek”  This masturbation scene is repeatable, but you will  

only take a picture for your computer gallery the first time you  
trigger this event. Lauren’s libido -5 

Completed Event 19: Lauren masturbated in shower” 

 
Spy-Cam Events Bedroom: 
Acquire a spy-cam from the online store on Ryan’s computer.  You must have already 
completed event 9 “Seperated Lauren and Sidney” Go to Lauren’s Bedroom at 
anytime when she is not inside.  A menu option will appear to “Set up new spy-cam” 
choose this and spy cam events in Lauren’s Bedroom will be available. 
 

Early Morning, Morning, Afternoon, and Evening Weekend: Lauren’s  
Bedroom if Lauren’s Anger is >1 
Choice: "Let's just take a peek at what she's doing."scene of Lauren  

taking selfies on her bed. 
Morning Weekend: Lauren’s Bedroom  
Choice: "Peek through spy-cam." Scene of Lauren checking herself out in  

the mirror.  
Morning Weekend with Lauren at 10 libido 
Choice: “Use spy-cam” Repeatable scene of Lauren masturbating on  
bed. 

 
Night: Lauren’s Bedroom if Lauren’s Anger is >1 
Choice: “Peek through spy-cam”Just a scene with Lauren sleeping on her  

bed. 
 

Night: Lauren’s Bedroom with Lauren at 10 libido: You can hear moaning  
from outside the door. 
Choice: “Use spy-cam” Same repeatable scene of Lauren masturbating on  
Bed. 

 



Completed Event 20: “Lauren masturbated in bedroom” 

 
2nd Cosplay Outfit fitting: 
A scene where you get to see Lauren’s new outfit, but most importantly you learn that 
Lauren can take part in photo-shoots every Tuesday in the Late Morning at the 
Warehouse.  
 
Unlock the Photo-Studio: 
Go to the warehouse on Tuesday during the late morning.  

Choice: Make Deliveries: 
Pick up Items: 
Begin a Photo-Shoot: Choose this one! 
Return to map: 

You will call Lauren to come over with her new outfit for a phot-shoot.  When she arrives 
she will notice if you bought new equipment, at least the green-screen, and lighting. 
You will then tell her to run into the closet and go get changed.  A new image map will 
pop up that will eventually have lots of options for different photo-shoots, but for now will 
just have one option.  Click on the axe that’s leaning against the stool. 

Completed Event 26: “Unlocked the Photo Studio” 

 
How To Breed Your Dragon Photo-Shoot: 
Here you will take pictures of Lauren to post on the Cosplay Heaven website.  A couple 
of key factors will determine how many likes those pictures get.  One being equipment 
that you buy from the online store, and the other how far you are able to get Lauren to 
go.  You will only be able to unlock so many options before you buy the green-screen. 
After the purchase of the green screen, all options become available if you have enough 
submission, and, or libido.  With each option you are able to choose and progress 
through, you will gain a submission point and a kinky point.  Kinky points increase the 
number of likes on your Cosplay Heaven page. 

Completed Event 27: “Started Photo-Shoot for HTBYD” 

 
Some choices in the photo-shoot will end the shoot and make Lauren have anger 
points.  If you know when to stop, you may get affection points.  Once you build up 

 



enough submission points you will be able to finish the event.  Here is a breakdown of 
what you will need for each option. 

Choice: Ask her to take off skirt: Lauren submission >= 5, or libido >= 9  
Show thong from behind: Submission >=7, or libido >=9 
Ask her to take off her bra: Submission >= 10 or libido >= 10 
Ask her to show her titties: Submission >= 14 + green-screen 
Ask her to take off thong: Submission >= 19 + green-screen 
Ask her for close-ups: Submission >= 25 + green-screen 
Finish photo-shoot: Best choice if you don’t have the points. 

Once you have enough points to go through all the options you will complete the event 
with Lauren grinding against you until you lose it in your pants. 

Completed Event 28: “Finished photo-shoot for HTBYD” 

 
Posting the HTBYD Pics: 
After the photoshoot you will automatically start this event where you finish up some 
photo-shopping and post it to the Cosplay Heaven website. 
 
Checking for HTBYD Likes: 
The next day you can check your computer to see how many likes you got.  Lauren will 
join you and be impressed by how many likes she received.  If you were able to make it 
to the end of the event, this event will zero out any anger that Lauren might have for 
you. 
 
Visit from Agent Diaz: 
After you have started the “How to breed your dragon” photo-shoot with Lauren, on the 
following Thursday, you will get an early morning knock on the door.  When you answer 
the door you will be introduced to Agent Diaz of the FBI. She will request a few words 
with you and Lauren.  She will explain that she’s in charge of the investigation against 
Tony, and that she’s really in the palms of the DeCapo Family.  You will find that she’s 
acting in their interests, but also in her own, and one of those interests is Lauren.  She 
requests that you pay her off each week for $500, on top of what you’re paying already 
to the DeCapos, but if you’re unable or unwilling, she’ll happily trade some time with 
Lauren for the $500. 

Choice: Pay $500: This choice will get you +1 in Lauren’s respect, and she  
will show you her appreciation with a little dance, and some dry  
Humping.  You will also see a scene where Diaz spies on you and  
Lauren in her car through your own spy-cams. 

 



Completed Event 29: Pay off Diaz 

 
Let Lauren pay in favors: This choice will lose you -1 in Lauren’s  
respect, but you will get to see a scene of Lauren dancing for Diaz, 
and you will see through your spycam that Diaz enjoys a little 
domination, via spanking Lauren. 

Completed Event 30: Pay Diaz in favors 

 
This scene is repeatable each week, choices in this scene will trigger events in future 
updates. 
 
Version 0.05 content: 
 
Evening Lounge TV Events: 
This is a series of events that helps to continue the process of corrupting Lauren. 
These events are accessed in the Lounge most evenings, except for Saturday.  The 
original version of the game included two evening events in the lounge with Lauren, and 
this update continues those events.  For this continuation of events, past the original 
two events, to be triggered, the MC must have either paid the extortion price to Agent 
Diaz, or finished the HTBYD photoshoot.  Once these requirements are met the scene 
can be triggered, but will not be able to progress unless Lauren’s Libido is 8 or above. 
1st New Lounge Event:  

Choice: “You’re right”: (Lauren’s respect +1) Best option since respect  
points are more rare. 
“That doesn’t worry me”: (Lauren’s Libido +1) 

2nd Lounge Event: 
Choice: “It’s not what you think!”: (Jacky’s Anger +3) 

“I was masturbating.”: Best choice.  No reward, but not penalty  
either. 

3rd Lounge Event: 
Choice: “I’ll go grab a towell”: Best choice if Jacky’s affection points are 

 less than 18 
“Can I use your towell?” Best choice if Jacky’s affection points  
are 18 or greater. (Jacky’s Respect +1) (Jacky’s Libido +1) 
-----If Jacky’s affection points are less than 18 (Jacky’s Anger +1) 

4th Lounge Event: 

 



This event has no choices besides controlling the actions in the scene. 
5th Lounge Event: 
This lounge event will be repeatable until a future update, and will give you choices as 
to what sex act you would like to enjoy. 

Choice: “Handjob” 
“Finger Lauren” 
“Blowjob” 

No best choice, just whatever you prefer. 
 

Completed Event 34: “Sneaking with Lauren in the lounge” 
 
Version 0.06 Content: 
 
More Night Fun with Lauren: 
In this update you can continue the night time fun that was started early on in the game. 
Whether you play from an old save or a new game, you will be prompted that you can’t 
increase her submission, but that you should start thinking about other things you can 
do now that she’s in such a deep sleep. 
When you visit her again you will have the option to use her hand to masturbate you, 
and the next visit you can use her feet.  Subsequent visits will allow you to choose 
either.  These events will only be available for a short time as a future event will 
progress the night time fun. 
 

Completed Event 14: “Night Mischief with Lauren” 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 

Sidney: 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Cosplay Event:  
Kitchen Evening:  Currently Sidney hangs out in the kitchen every evening.  Once you 
have $400 you can request that she makes Lauren’s cosplay outfit 

Choice: “I have enough money for both” (recommended)  This option  
only appears if you have over $800.  Sidney’s respect + 1, Money 
-$400. 

 



"Jacky can just work it off at the club this week." This is the 
option to choose if you don’t have over $800.  There are no real 
consequences to this choice. 
"You're right, I should save up a little more money first." This 
option is good if you want to save up some money to get that 
respect point for Sidney. 

After this event, you can talk to Sidney in the kitchen for the next couple days, but she’ll 
just tell you she’s still working on Lauren’s outfit.  On the third day after giving her the 
money, you can trigger Lauren’s cosplay scene from the kitchen in the evening. 
 
Sidney Nighttime Events: Currently Sidney is sleeping on the couch after being kicked 
out of Lauren’s room. 

Night: Lounge, As long as Event 8: “Separated Lauren and Sidney” is  
complete, this scene will trigger when Ryan enters the Lounge at night.  He will  
scare Sidney into sleeping into Jacky’s room, after which he will have her grope  
Jacky, who will then send her back out to the couch, but because she is afraid,  
she will come and sleep in Ryan’s room with him. 
Night: Ryan’s Room, When you come into your room at night, Sidney is now  
asleep already on your bed. 
Choice: "Let's keep things going with Sidney."  This event is progressive  

each time you choose it, until you have played 5 variations of it. 
After the 5th variation, it will just continue to repeat itself, where you 
can keep clicking to mine for Sidney libido points.  Sidney libido + 1. 

 
Spy-Cam Events Bathroom: 
Acquire a spy-cam from the online store on Ryan’s computer.  Go to the bathroom at 
anytime when someone else is not inside.  A menu option will appear to “Set up new 
spy-cam” choose this and spy cam events in the bathroom will be available 
 

Morning: Bathroom 
Choice: “Take a peek.” This scene is available any morning.  The first time  

you go through the scene you will take a picture that will be added  
to your computer’s gallery.  When you repeat the scene you will not  
take a picture. 
 

Morning: Bathroom with Sidney at 10 libido: You can hear moaning from  
outside the door. 
Choice: “Take a peek”  This masturbation scene is repeatable, but you will  

only take a picture for your computer gallery the first time you  

 



trigger this event. Sidney’s libido -5 

Completed Event 21: “Sidney masturbated in the shower” 

 
Spy-Cam Events Bedroom: 
Acquire a spy-cam from the online store on Ryan’s computer.  Go to Lauren’s Bedroom 
at anytime when she is not inside.  A menu option will appear to “Set up new 
spy-cam” choose this and spy cam events in Lauren’s Bedroom will be available. 

Afternoon Weekdays: Lauren’s bedroom whether she is angry or not 
Choice: "Let's just take a peek at what she's doing. If angry" scene of  

Sidney working topless on her computer. 
"Look through spy-cam" if she is not angry - same scene. 

 
Afternoon Weekdays with Sidney at 10 libido: You can hear moaning from  
outside the door. 
Choice: "Use spy-cam." Scene of Sidney masturbating on the bed. 

Completed Event 22: “Sidney masturbated in bedroom” 

 
Commission 2nd Outfit: 
Kitchen Evening:  After the first photo event with Lauren and Mandy, you can go to 
Sidney any evening and ask her to make another outfit for $400. 

Choice: “I have enough money for both” (recommended)  This option  
only appears if you have over $800.  Sidney’s respect + 1, Money 
-$400. 
"Jacky can just work it off at the club this week." This is the 
option to choose if you don’t have over $800.  There are no real 
consequences to this choice. 
"You're right, I should save up a little more money first." This 
option is good if you want to save up some money to get that 
respect point for Sidney. 

After this event, you can talk to Sidney in the kitchen for the next couple days, but she’ll 
just tell you she’s still working on Lauren’s outfit.  On the third day after giving her the 
money, you can trigger Lauren’s next cosplay scene from the kitchen in the evening. 
 
Version 0.04 content: 
 
Recruiting Sidney: 

 



After playing out the night time events with Sidney to the point where she is voluntarily 
jacking the mc off while he sleeps, you will have the option to: 

Choice: “Let’s see what she does when I wake up.” obviously choose 
this one.  You will surprise Sidney by waking up when she is in the 
Middle of jerking you off.  Here you will have the option to either 
dominate or be submissive. 
“Just leave her alone.”  why? 

Choice: “I feel so violated.”  This choice will get the job done, but you will 
 miss out on a chance to increase Sidney’s submission.  
“Well now I’m curiouse.” This is the better choice. (Sidney’s 
 Submission + 1) 

Sidney will agree to make a Cosplay for herself and do a photo-shoot with the mc rather 
than having to suck his dick. 
 
Commission an outfit for Sidney’s cosplay event: 
So just like when you commissioned the two outfits for Lauren, go to the Kitchen in the 
evening and you will have the option to commission the outfit for Sidney.  This outfit will 
only cost you $200. (Money - $200) 
 
 Sidney’s cosplay outfit fitting: 
A few days after commissioning Sidney’s outfit, go to the kitchen in the evening and you 
will find Lauren helping Sidney to adjust her outfit.  You’ll also find out that afternoons 
are best for photo-shoots with Sidney. 
 
Sidney “Womb Raider” photo-shoot: 
Here you will take pictures of Sidney to post on the Cosplay Heaven website.  A couple 
of key factors will determine how many likes those pictures get.  You should already 
have the greenscreen and lights, and then the other equipment will give you like 
bonuses as you acquire them.   The other factor is how far you are able to get Sidney to 
go.   With each option you are able to choose and progress through, you will gain a 
submission point and a kinky point.  Kinky points increase the number of likes on your 
Cosplay Heaven page. 

Completed Event 35: “Started Photo-Shoot for Womb Raider” 

 
Some choices in the photo-shoot will end the shoot and make Sidney have anger 
points.  If you know when to stop, you may get affection points.  Once you build up 

 



enough submission points you will be able to finish the event.  Here is a breakdown of 
what you will need for each option. 

Choice: Ask her to remove shorts: Sidney submission >= 5, or libido >= 9  
Remove shirt, cover nips: Submission >=7, or libido >=9 
Show all of her titties: Submission >= 10 or libido >= 10 
Rip her underwear: Submission >= 14  
Ask her for close-ups: Submission >= 19  
Ask to take an anal gape pic: Submission >= 25  
Finish photo-shoot: Best choice if you don’t have the points. 

Once you have enough points to go through all the options you will complete the event 
with Sidney giving you a blowjob. 

Completed Event 36: “Finished photo-shoot for Womb Raider” 

 
Posting the Womb Raider pics: 
Just a short scene where you post the pics from the photo shoot to the Cosplay Heaven 
Website. 
 
69 with Sidney: 
After the mc pretends to wake up while Sidney is Jerking him off, and until the Womb 
Raider photo-shoot is complete, you won’t be able to do anything with Sidney in bed at 
night.  After the Womb Raider photo-shoot is finished, you will be able to successfully 
proposition a 69.  This is a repeatable event that is a little different the first time, and 
then the same every time after that. 

Completed event 37: “69 with Sidney.” 

Version 0.05 Content 
 
Park Jogging Events: 
This series of events for Sidney are triggered after Sidney is kicked out of Lauren’s 
room and is sleeping in the MC’s bed at nights.  To trigger the event, go to the Lounge 
in the early morning to find Sidney getting ready for a run.  During the first park event, 
Sidney will get flashed by a crazy man, which will lead to some choices in the following 
events. 
2nd park event: 

Choice: “You should go to the indoor track”: This choice stops the event  
for the day. 
“I’ll go to the park myself”: This choice is a substitution for the  

 



2nd park event if the player wants to avoid any kind of NTR  
content.  The NTR content for this event is extremely light, and  
possibly not even considered NTR.  This will start an event where 
 the MC gets more fit so he can keep up with Sidney. (MC’s 
 physical fitness +1) 
“Let’s go jogging in the park together”: This choice triggers the  
2nd park event, where the Crazy old man, whom you find out is  
named Mr. Peterson, harasses Sidney,  The MC comes to the  
rescue and chases him off. (MC’s physical fitness +1) 

3rd park event: 
Choice: “You should go to the indoor track”: This choice stops the event  

for the day. 
“I’ll go to the park myself”: This choice is a substitution for the  
3rd park event if the player wants to avoid any kind of NTR  
content.  The NTR content for this event is extremely light, and  
possibly not even considered NTR.  This will start an event where 
 the MC gets more fit so he can keep up with Sidney. (MC’s 
 physical fitness +1) 
“Let’s go jogging in the park together”: This choice triggers the  
3rd park event, where Mr. Peterson, harasses Sidney again,  The  
MC comes to the rescue and chases him off. (MC’s physical fitness  
+1) 

4th park event: 
Choice: “You should go to the indoor track”: This choice stops the event  

for the day. 
“I’ll go to the park myself”: This choice is the only option, and will  
finally get the MC in good enough shape to keep up with Sidney on 
 her runs. (MC’s physical fitness +1) 
Completed Event 10:”Got in shape” 
 

5th park event: 
Choice: “Yes”: Continues this event, and this event will continue to repeat  

until you have finished the photoshoot with Sidney. 
“No”: Ends the event for the day. 

 
6th park event:  
This event is only available after you have finished the photoshoot with Sidney. 

Choice: “Yes”: This choice continues this event, and you find out that  
Sidney gets turned on by exhibition. 

 



“No”: Ends this event for the day. 
7th park event: 

Choice: “Yes”: This choice continues this event.  You will encounter Mr.  
Peterson again, but you will finally be able to take care of the Mr.  
Peterson problem.  You will then be presented with another choice. 

Choice: “Yes”: (Sidney’s Affection -2) Don’t pick this  
“No”: (Sidney’s Affection +2) Best choice 

“No”: Ends this event for the day. 
Completed Event 42: “Saved a war hero” 

 
8th park event: 

Choice: “Yes”: This choice will continue this event, and reaches the point  
where the event repeats itself until a future update.  This will bring  
up a list of sexual events that you can progress through, and after  
you have done them all, you will complete the event. 
Choice: “Public Fingering”: if Sidney’s libido is 8 or higher 

“Public Handjob”: 
“Eat Pussy”: If Sidney’s libido is 8 or higher 
“Blowjob”: 

 
Completed Event 51: “Sampled the whole park menu” 

 
Sidney Club Events: 
After learning about Jacky’s return to stripping, Sidney becomes obsessed with seeing 
Jacky in the strip club, to the point where she sabotages the MC’s efforts to keep her 
out of the club.  This event is triggered on the weekend when the DeCapos come for 
their weekly payment.  It is triggered on Saturday evening in the lounge after the 
cosplay photoshoot with Sidney has been completed.  

Completed Event 43: “I’m not the only schemer” 
 
Once this first event has been completed Sidney will be able to work in the strip club 
every night except for Saturday.  And she will have to work on Mondays.  Every other 
day of the week, if you want Sidney to work, you have to tell her in the evening that you 
need her help to make money. 
Kitchen Lounge Evening: 

Choice: “Ask her to work at the Club”: This choice will make it so Sidney  
works in the stripclub serving drinks that night.  This choice is not  
available on Mondays, since Sidney will be working in the club  
regardless, and it isn’t available on Saturdays, since Joey wants to  

 



keep her out of the club when Jacky’s working. 
Strip Club Night: 
The first time you visit the stripclub, you will meet Armani, who is Joey’s niece.  She will 
ask you if you wish Sidney was your girlfriend. 

Choice: “Yes”: (Sidney’s Affection +1) probably the best choice since  
 affection points for Sidney are more rare than libido. 
“No”: (Sidney’s Libido +1)  

As you continue your conversation with Sidney, you will have an opportunity to get a 
closer look at her camel-toe. 

Choice: “Yes…. Peek!”: Choose this option if Sidney’s libido is 8 or higher.  
 (Sidney’s Affection + 1)  If Sidney’s libido is less than 8 (Sidney’s  
 Anger +1) 
“No!.... Don’t risk it!”: This option is probably best since it gives  
 you a respect point, which are rarer than affection points. (Sidney’s  
 Affection +1) 

After you continue you conversation even further you will be presented with 3 more 
choices.  All of these choices can and should be chosen in no particular order.  After 
your first visit to Sidney at the club, these 3 choices will be presented every time. 

Choice: “Working for the Mafia”: The first time you choose this option you  
  will be given another choice of who you want Sidney to grow close  
  to, in an attempt to get information that will be helpful in resolving  
  their Mafia problem in the future. 
  Choice: “Joey (NTR Warning)”:There are no consequences  

  of this choice in the current version of the game, but  
  will trigger NTR content in future builds. 
“Armani”: There are no consequences of this choice 
  in the current version of the game, but will trigger  
  loyalty content in future builds 

  In the current build, choosing this option again, Sidney will just tell  
  you that she needs more time to find out any information. 
“Are you making good money?”: The first time you choose this  
  option, Sidney will inform you that she’s taking most of the money  
  she makes at the club and saving it up for her tuition to go back to  
  fashion school. She also tells you that the money can be used for  
  family emergencies in the future if the need arises.  Subsequent  
  visits will result in her telling you how much she has saved up in  
  her tuition/emergency fund. 
“Can we?.... You know….”: This choice will trigger a blowjob from  
  Sidney on the condition that her libido is 7 or greater, and that she  

 



  didn’t give you one the night before.  If you don’t meet these  
  conditions, you will trigger a scene where you get to talk to Agent  
  Diaz and watch another girl stripping. 
Completed Event 44: “Blowjob on the job” 

 
Version 0.06 Content: 

 
Special Sidney Event: 
We finally come to the event where the MC’s blueballs get a release.  To trigger this 
event you will have to have reached the point in the game where Camille and Mandy 
have both moved in, you’ve played all your options in the park with Sidney, visited her at 
the nightclub and chosen all the dialogue options with her there. Once these are all 
complete the scene will trigger when you go to visit Sidney at the club Monday evening.  
 
You will be a spectator for the first part of the event where a disgruntled mafia 
henchman decides he’s going to kill Joey DeCapo, and gets Sidney, Armani, and Agent 
Diaz involved. When you finally enter the scene you will meet a new stripper who wants 
you to pay her for a dance.  You then get a choice. 

Choice: "You have a deal! ($50)": If you have enough money, choosing  
   this option distracts you for a while, giving the henchman time to  
   mess with Agent Diaz.  Don’t choose this option if you don’t want  
   to see anything sexaul happen to Agent Diaz. But if you don’t  
   choose this option, you will miss the strippers show.(Money -$50  
   to $90) 
"Please... I don't have time for this!":  If you just don’t want to  
   see anything happen to Diaz, or see a strip show, then choose  
   this option. 
"I don't have enough money.": This option only appears if you 
   have less than $50 
"Tell me about yourself first." Choose this option if you want  
   some back-story on the stripper.  After learning about her you will  
   be presented with the same options above. 

You will now go find Sidney, Armani, and Diaz, and depending on your choice above 
the scene will play out a little differently.  After you rescue the girls, Armani and Diaz will 
leave, after which Sidney will be extremely grateful to you.  And the MC will finally lose 
his virginity to Sidney. 

Choice: "Fill her pussy!: The game will keep track of how many times the  
   MC chooses to shoot his load in each girl.  There will be a tally  
   kept which may or may not be used for future possible pregnancy  

 



   content. 
“Don’t risk it.”: This will give you a scene of the MC covering  
   Sidney’s ass and back. For this update it doesn’t matter, but it  
   may be a way to avoid pregnancy in the future. 

Armani walks in on you both naked after the sex event, and then you have a little 
conversation where Joey DeCapo thanks you.  After this event, your friend the stripper 
is now available whenever you visit Sidney at the club. 

Completed Event 53: “Lost my Virginity” 
 
Getting wet series of events. 
Now that Sidney has had sex with our MC, it only gets better.  Now you can return to 
some of the older events and now you’ll find they’ve become even more fun. 
 
Try going running in the park with Sidney again. 

Completed Event 61: “Getting Wet in the Park” 
 
Have some more fun with Sidney at night. 
 

Completed Event 62: “Getting Wet in Bed” 
 
Do another photo shoot with her. 
 

Completed Event 63: “Getting Wet at the Womb Raider Shoot” 
 
And finally don’t forget to continue to visit Sidney at the club.  
 

Completed Event 64: “Getting Wet at the Club” 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 

Megan: 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
So far Megan has played a small role in the game, but she came with an event you 
could complete if you were following the NTR route. 
In this update you can see very similar content on the Loyalty route as well. 
 
School Bathroom Blowjob: 

 



This event is triggered after the first “How to Breed your Dragon” photo_shoot, and it 
triggers by visiting the school in the late morning.  Megan will be waiting for you in the 
hall, where she will confront you and reveal that she wants to become famous like 
Lauren and wants you to help her by taking pics of her as well.  To try to persuade you, 
she will take you into the bathroom stall and give you a blowjob.  Megan will appear in a 
photo-session in the near future. 

Completed Event 7: “Got a blowjob from Megan.” 

 
Update Version 0.04 content: 
 
Megan Fucking Matt in Locker Room: 
This scene can be triggered after either the Loyalty event where the MC goes to the 
pool with Jacky (event 19), or after the NTR event where Jacky has to go back to the 
club and grinds Joey (event 10).  To trigger this scene you have to go to school, and in 
the classroom where you have the option to “Talk to Jacky about Oedipus assignment,” 
you have to choose this event and repeat the following scene over several days.  Finally 
you will get the option to;  

Choice: “Look for Matt and Megan,” Choose this option, and then choose 
 to look for them in the girls locker room to see this scene and  
complete event 25. 
“Resist the urge to peek, Choosing this option will set you on the  
path to complete a different event. 

Completed Event 31: “Caught Matt and Megan Fucking.” 

 
______________________________________________________________________ 

Camille:  
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Version 0.04 content: 
 
In the 0.04 update, you will be introduced to Camille.  She is Jacky’s sister, Mandy’s 
mom, and married to Bobby who works with Tony. 
 
Intro to Camille: 
If you are playing this from a new game, Camille will show up on your doorstep 10 game 
days after the event where her daughter Mandy does a photo-shoot with Lauren.  If you 

 



are playing from a previous save, Camille will show up on your doorstep 10 game days 
after you started playing version 0.04.  You trigger the event by visiting the kitchen in 
the evening after this 10 day time.  

She shows up very upset because a mom of one of Mandy’s classmates sent her 
one of the pictures from the photo-shoot.  It’s not a great first impression. 
 
Bobby Leaves Town: 
5 game days after Camille’s first visit.  The mc will wake up in the morning with a text 
that says you need to go see Bobby at the warehouse as soon as possible. 
Go to the warehouse: 
The mc can go to the warhouse to talk to Bobby any time of day except for night time. 
He will inform you that he’s been tipped off that the FBI will be coming for him, so he 
decides to flee the country.  He will discuss a plan to get you money every week so you 
can pay for Camille and Mandy’s expenses, since he doesn’t trust Camille with money.  

Completed Event 45. “Bye Bobby.” 

 
Camille visits again: 
2 days after your visit with Bobby, go to the kitchen in the evening to trigger this event. 
After Bobby leaves the country, Camille will come back to the house for some sympathy 
and advice.  They will make a deal where the mc pays for her expenses in exchange for 
doing their house chores.  Because she offends Jacky during this visit.  Jacky will make 
her wear a revealing uniform for work as retribution.  

Completed Event 46. “Camille is our new maid.” 

 
Camille tries on her new uniform: 
Go to the lounge 3 days after Camille’s second visit, and you will find her trying on her 
new uniform.  You will also establish that in the late morning everyday, you will meet her 
in the kitchen to line her up for her chores for the day. 
 
Camille does yoga with Jacky: 
When you use the spy-cam on Jacky’s room early in the morning, you will now be able 
to see Jacky working out with Camille. 
 
Pick Camille’s chores: 

 



Everyday in the late morning you can meet with Camille to assign her a chore. The first 
visit will be a little different from the next times you come to assign chores, but the main 
flow will go like this.  

Choice: “Reprimand her for drinking so early.” As long as Camille has 
 less than 10 submission points, Camille will get a submission point 
 for making this choice. (Camille’s Submission +1) 
“Let it slide.” This choice will gain you an affection point from 
Camille. (Camille’s Affection +1). 

Now you will have the chance to assign Camille a chore: 
Choice: “Bathroom.” The first time choosing this, you will be able to take a 

 creep shot for your new “Camille folder” on your computer. 
“Lounge.” The first time choosing this, you will be able to take a 
 creep shot for your new “Camille folder” on your computer. 
“Kitchen.” The first time choosing this, you will be able to take a 
 creep shot for your new “Camille folder” on your computer. 

 
Choosing the bathroom: 
Choosing the bathroom is important because it is the only choice that will get you libido 
points.  While Camille is cleaning the bathroom, you will be presented with a couple 
more choices. 

Choice: “Pee in front of Camille.” The first time you do this it will give  
Camille 8 libido points (Camille’s Libido +8), after the first time just 
1 point each time. (Camille’s Libido +1) 
 “Something more mischievous.” Only pick this option if either 
Camille’s libido is 10 or if her submission is over 10.  If you agree to 
her condition, it will cost you $100. (Money - $100) and Camille will 
lose 3 libido points. (Camille’s Libido -3) 

Completed event 47: “Camille presses boobs on glass.” 

 
Choosing the Lounge: 
Here you will be doing homework while Camille is cleaning the Lounge, she will catch 
you staring down her shirt. 

Choice: “Sorry.” This choice will get you an affection point. (Camille’s  
 Affection +1) 
“Keep Staring.” Only choose this option if Sidney’s libido or  
 submission points are 10 or over.  This choice will cost you $150  
 (Money - $150) and Camille will lose 3 libido points. (Camille’s  

 



 Libido -3) 

Completed event 48: “Camille flashes Boobs in lounge.” 

 
Choosing the Kitchen: 
Here you will be doing homework in the kitchen while Camille is cleaning.  You will have 
the choice to; 

Choice: “Praise her work.” This will gain you 1 point of respect. (Camille’s  
 Respect +1) 
“Criticize her work.” Choosing this will give you a couple more  
 Choices. 

Choice: “Don’t let her leave early.” This choice will  
 get you an additional submission point.  
 (Camille’s Submission +1) 
“Make her a deal.” Only choose this if  
 Camille’s Libido or Submission are 10 or  
 Greater.  This choice will cost $200. (Money - 
  $200) and Camille will lose 3 libido points.  
 (Camille’s Libido -3) 

Completed event 49: “Camille’s tits on a platter.” 

 
Camille’s Finances: 
Every Saturday you will wake up and pay Camille’s and Mandy’s bills this will also net 
you an additional $200. (Money +$200) 
 
Version 0.06 content: 
 
Camille’s Bathroom Events: 
Camille will use the shower every weekday afternoon after she’s done cleaning the 
house.  If you can get her libido points to ten, you can see her special bathroom event 
through the spycam. 

Completed Event 56. “Camille Masturbated in the Shower” 
 
Camille’s Bedroom Masturbation Event: 
Camille likes to work out in Jacky’s room every evening.  You can visit her there and get 
some eye candy, but be careful, she can be a bit touchy.  If you happen to visit when 
her libido is at ten points then she’ll be doing a completely different type of workout. 

 



Completed Event 57. “Camille Masturbated in Jacky’s 
Bedroom” 

 
 
____________________________________________________________ 

Mandy: 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Version 0.06 content: 
 
New Roommates: 
This event could go under every girl since it affects everyone, but we’ll put it here since 
Mandy is going to be around the house consistently for the first time following this event. 
 
After you’ve completed the bathroom flashing event with Camille, and progressed 
through the night mischief with both Jacky and Lauren, You’ll get a knock on the door 
Sunday morning and Diaz will inform you that Camille and her daughter Mandy will be 
living at your house for the foreseeable future. After a brief conversation with Diaz you 
will have a dialogue choice. 

Choice: "If I can watch what happens in the van later, I will.": Only  
   choose this option if seeing Agent Diaz with other men doesn’t  
   bother you. 
"Alright... anything to get that image of Diaz in the van out of  
   my head.": Choose this if you’d rather not see Diaz with other  
   men. 

You will go to the lounge and have a conversation about logistics of two more guests 
living at your house.  At this time, if you chose the first option above, Diaz will send you 
a text with a very explicit selfie, which will then delete itself.  Jacky will then ask you and 
Camille to get along. 

Choice: "I'm in!": This is the better choice. (Jacky’s Affection +1) 
"Only if Camille does.": Just swallow your pride, this is not a great 
   choice. (Jacky’s Affection -1) 

This ends the scene and completes another phone event.  After completing this event 
there is a new breakfast scene. 
 

Completed Event 52. “Full House.” 
 
Mandy’s Bathroom Events: 

 



With the addition of Camille and Mandy to the house, bathroom schedules are tight, so 
on weekdays Mandy and Lauren have to share the shower in the early morning.  There 
are two bathroom spycam events you can see during the week that trigger randomly. 
But to catch Mandy masturbating in the shower, it’s a little trickier.  First you have to get 
her libido points to ten, then you have to visit the bathroom on Sunday early morning. 
Mandy has the shower to herself since Lauren is sleeping in.  If her libido is full, the 
shower will be much more entertaining.  Also, Lauren’s solo shower events will now be 
on Saturday mornings. 

Completed Event 54. “Mandy Masturbated in the Shower” 
 
Mandy’s Bedroom Masturbation Event: 
Mandy is always alone in Lauren’s bedroom during the evening.  There are a couple 
different scenes where you can talk to her in the room.  If you talk to her during the 
week she will be doing homework and wearing her school uniform.  If you talk to her 
during the weekend, she will be wearing her casual clothes and playing womb raider. 
There are a few different interactions for each.  If you are able to get her libido points to 
ten, then when you go to visit her, she won’t be there, so you’ll check Jacky’s bedroom 
across the hall.  Through the spycam you’ll be able to see Mandy’s masturbation event. 

Completed Event 55. “Mandy Masturbated in Jacky’s 
Bedroom” 

 
Truth or Dare: 
Now that Mandy is sleeping in Lauren’s room, night time mischief just became a little 
harder, especially since Mandy isn’t drinking the melatonin laced tea, which you find out 
after visiting her and Lauren the second time.  Just keep visiting until you’re able to get 
into a game of Truth or Dare.  The truth or dare game functions very similar to the photo 
studio events.  Choosing truth will increase her libido, and choosing dare will increase 
her submission. Don’t push her too hard before her submission is higher, or she’ll end 
up angry. Once you get through the dares, don’t quit because the ending progresses a 
little each time, until the third time. 

Completed Event 58. “Truth or Dare” 

 
Diaz Again: 
Now that Mandy is sleeping in Lauren’s bedroom, a confrontation between her and 
Mandy are inevitable on Thursday mornings.  As soon as event 58 is complete, Diaz 
thinks Mandy is ready to be groomed.  Now that she’s blackmailing two girls, her price 
to protect them has doubled.  You will now have to pay $1,000 every week to keep both 
Lauren and Mandy safe from the sadistic hands of Agent Diaz. 

 



Choice: "Fine! Let me get your money.": This choice keeps the girls safe  
   but costs you $1,000 dollars, but the result is two happy girls that 
   are willing to reward you for your generosity and heroism. (Libido  
   +6 for both girls) (Affection +1 from both girls) 
  Completed Event 59. “Saved their Asses” 

 
"I cant pay that!": This choice gives the girls asses to Agent Diaz,  
   the result is a spanking scene and a sore bum from either Lauren 
   or Mandy.  You get to choose. (Affection -1 from the girl you  
   chose to have spanked) (Affection +1 from the girl you chose to 
   save) (Submission +1 from the girl you chose to have spanked.)  
   (Libido +3 for both girls.)  
  Completed Event 60. “Gave their Asses” 

 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 

XMAS Event: 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
This event is a tribute to Charles Dickens “A Christmas Carol”.  It is skippable and has 
no consequences on the actual storyline of the game.  It does give you some 
background into Jacky’s and Tony’s past, and hints as to what’s to come in the future of 
the game.  Should not be played if pregnancy content bothers you. 
 
Christmas Past: The ghost of XXX-mas past will take you into the past where you will 
see how Tony and Jacky met for the first time. 

Choice: “Let Tony win. (NTR Warning)”: This choice triggers an NTR  
  scene in the past, and will also have consequences in the Xmas  
  future. 
“Show that mother fucker who's boss.”: This choice will trigger a  
  blowjob scene between the MC and Jacky, and have loyalty  
  consequences in the Xmas future. 
 

Christmas Preset: The ghost of XXX-mas present takes you to a scene in your photo 
studio at Tony’s warehouse, Agent Diaz shows up and you are presented with a choice. 

Choice: “Pay Diaz”: This option will get rid of agent Diaz, and the MC will  
  proceed with the photoshoot with Sidney and Lauren.  This choice  
  triggers a scene with the girls, and has loyalty consequences in  

 



  the Xmas future. 
“Shit! Did I leave my money at home? (NTR Warning!!)”: This  
  option will allow Agent Diaz to take the pics for the photo shoot  
  and trigger a scene where where she takes part of it for one  
  picture.  This choice has NTR consequences in the Christmas  
  future. 
 

Christmas Future: In the Xmas future, you will find Jacky, Lauren, and Sidney 
pregnant. and you will reap the rewards of your choices in the Christmas past and 
present. 
Jacky: 
You will get a nice little animation of Jacky giving you a handjob. 
If you made the NTR choice in the Xmas past, you will find out that Tony got Jacky 
pregnant. 
If you made the Loyalty choice in the Xmas past you will find out that you got her 
pregnant. 
Lauren: 
If you made the loyalty choice in the Xmas present, you will find out that you got Lauren 
pregnant. 
If you made the NTR choice in the Xmas present, you will find out that she got pregnant 
by somebody else. 
Sidney: 
If you made the loyalty choice in both the past and the present, or the loyalty choice in 
either one of them, you will find out that you got Sidney pregnant. 
If you made the NTR choice in both the past and present, you will find out that 
somebody else got her pregnant. 
 
At this point in the event, regardless of past choices, you will be able to have sex with all 
3 of the pregnant girls, after which the event will draw to a close. 

Completed Event 50: “Completed Xmas event” 

 
 
 

This is the end of our current game build.  We are working hard already on the 
next one.  Game development is difficult and time consuming, and the only 

compensation we get is from our suporters.   Right now we are developing this 
game part time, as D.S.-Sama and myself both work full time jobs.  We are very 

grateful to our patrons who are supporting us already. If you’re not a patron help 

 



us by supporting us on SubscribeStar and Patreon.  It would be our dream to be 
able to develop this game full time. 
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